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In this paper equivalence classes of Latin squares induced by row and column 
permutations are considered. An expression for the number of such classes for an 
nth order Latin square is obtained in terms of Latin rectangles with n rows. In the 
case where n is prime the expression gives a simple result for those squares 
invariant under a permutation other than the identity. 
1. THE GENERAL CASE 
A Latin square of order n is an n x n array of cells, such that each row 
and column contains a permutation of the first n integers. We will use 
Burnside’s lemma [2, Theorem 5-21 to count the number of equivalence 
classes under row and column permutations. If G is the group that permutes 
Latin squares of order n by all possible interchanges of rows and columns 
then G is isomorphic to S, x S,. To apply Burnside’s theorem we require 
the total number of Latin squares invariant over the permutations of G. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let IZ = (IT,, l7,) be a permutation of G where 17, and lI, 
are the row and column permutations, respectively. A Latin square of order n 
is invariant under II only if Il, and II, have identical cycle structures, 
consisting of k d-cycles, where k x d = n and 1 < d & n. 
Proof: Suppose the row permutation contains a cycle (i, i, a.. i,) of 
length r and the column permutation a cycle (j, j, - .a j, .a- j,) of length s, 
where s > r. Then tracting the effect of these cycles beginning with position 
(il, j,) gives 
(il,j,)+(i,,j,)-+-.- -(i,,j,)~(i,,j,+,)-,.... 
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Hence the entries in positions (ii, j,) and (iI, j,+i) must be identical for 
invariance. But this is impossible because it implies two identical entries in 
the same row. 
On the other hand if r = s then the row cycle (il i, . .e i,) and the column 
cycle ti,.h . . . j,) produce a cycle of matrix positions all of which are in 
different rows and columns. 
A Latin rectangle is an k x n array of cells (k & n) in which each row 
contains a permutation of the first n integers and no integer occurs more 
than once in any column. The number of such rectangles is denoted by 
W, n) 
LEMMA 1.2. Let 17 = (IZ,, IZ,) be a permutation of G such that both II, 
and I7, consist of k d-cycles, where n = kd. Then 
L(0, n) = 1, 
latin squares are invariant under lI. 
ProoJ Once the elements of a row are chosen, the remaining rows in its 
d-cycle in l7, are fixed by that d-cycle and by l7,. If k d-cycles are already 
filled in, k = 0, l,..., n/d - 1, then a row in the (k + 1)st d-cycle can be 
chosen in (L(kd + 1, n)/L(kd, n)) ways. Hence, the result follows. 
Using Cauchy’s formula [ 1, p. 1231 which specifies the number of 
permutations with a given cycle structure, it follows that the number of 
permutations I7 = (17,, n,) such that both n, and n, are the products of 
disjoint d-cycles is given by the expression 
Combining this result with that of Lemma 2 gives 
* n/d-1 L(kd + 1, n) 
2 [ (n/d;:dWd] PO L(kd, n) 
invariant n th order Latin squares over G. 
THEOREM 1. Permutations of rows and columns induce 
Wd-1 L(kd + 1, n) 
gn (n/d):’ d2”ld kc0 L(k4 n) 
(1) 
equivalence classes in n th order Latin squares. 
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ProoJ Burnside’s lemma gives the number of equivalence classes as 
where Y’(n) is the number of Latin squares invariant under the permutation 
n. Hence the result follows immediately. 
2. THE CASE WHERE it IS PRIME 
From (1). when n is prime there are 
L(n, n) + [(n - 1)!12 n! invariances. 
To eliminate the term L(n, n) let us restrict the class of Latin squares we are 
considering. 
DEFINITION. A stationary Latin square is one which remains invariant 
under some non-trivial row and column permutations. 
LEMMA 2.1. If s is a stationary Latin square of order n, where n is 
prime, the number of permutations leaving s invariant is given by 
q(s) = n. 
ProoJ If s is invariant under 17 = (17,, n,) and is not the identity, then 
17, and ZZ, are n-cycles. Then l7, II’,..., ZZ” are all distinct, and 
s = II(s) = II’(s) = * * * = F(s). 
Further, no other permutation can leave s invariant. Consider any symbol 
j in the first row of s. For invariawit can only be mapped into one of the 
n - 1 fs in the following rows or onto itself in row 1. Thus, at most n 
invariant permutations are possible for s. 
THEOREM 2. For n prime, there are (n - 2)! equivalence classes of 
stationary Latin squares, each of which contains (n - l)! (n - 2)! elements. 
Proof: Counting the number of stationary Latin squares invariant under 
permutations of G by summing over the permutations of G, gives a total of 
r 
ZG 
Y(I7) = S(n, n) + [(n - 1)!12 n!, 
where .S(n, n) is the number of stationary Latin squares of order n. 
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Evaluating the same quantity by summing over all stationary Latin 
squares gives 
\‘ q(s) = n x S(n, n). 
af; 
Equating and solving gives 
S(n, n) = n! (n - l)! (n - 2)!. 
Under the action of G, the size of the equivalence class containing s is 
given by 
1 GI/q(s) = n! (n - l)!. 
Hence G induces (n - 2)! classes of stationary Latin squares each of 
which contains n! (n - I)! elements. 
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